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fights for a fairer society, for migrants integration and 

in particular for intercultural coexistence.

Mission Locale - France, is an Association which 

supports young people in order to help them in the 

realisation of their professional project. ML belongs 

to CORA which is an operational commitee in charge 

of implementing the National Plan Against Racism 

and Antisemitism at departmental level.

The methodology used in the TIP has been varied: 

the Theatre of the Oppressed, research focused on 

the experience and testimonies of Muslim people, 

research for good practices, creation of awareness-

raising actions, the strategy to create alliances 

between anti-racist organisations, public entities and 

religious communities.

One of the the objectives of the project has been  to 

strengthen local networks already working on the 

issue and, in cities where there were none, to create 

such networks with relevant stakeholders (activists, 

NGOs, Muslim communities, public authorities, 

etc.). There was also the commitment to work with 

the educational community (teachers, students, 

families), and with the general public, creating anti-

rumour agents.

The project has been a fantastic opportunity for the 

four territories involved (Valladolid, Barcelona, Parma 

and Yssingeaux) as it has worked in an innovative, 

creative and very useful way, and has allowed to 

widen the focus when dealing with Islamophobia. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Racism and discrimination due to religious reasons, 

mainly Islamophobia, increased in the last years 

in Spain, Italy and France  fuelled by prejudice, 

rumours and xenophobic discourse. In this context, 

Islamophobia represents a risk for coexistence and 

social cohesion throughout Europe.

The project “THE TIP - Theatre tools for Islamophobia 

prevention” has been developed through four 

European partners that have participated in this 

project: Cooperativa Giolli (Italy, project leader), 

Forn de teatre Pa’tothom (Spain), Mission Locale 

(France) and Fundación Red Íncola (Spain). The 

implementation period was 2019-2021, but due to 

Covid the project needed a 6 months extension (so it 

ended in April 2022).

Giolli cooperativa sociale - Italy, is a social cooperative, 

active in different national and international projects 

using Theatre of the Oppressed (T.O.) as a tool to 

fight and prevent all forms of discrimination. Giolli 

provides intervention and training with marginalised 

groups, courses for social workers, activists and 

people of all ages and conditions.

Forn de teatre Pa’tothom – Catalunya, is specialised 

in Theatre of the Oppressed, implements projects 

for the defence of Human Rights, the eradication of 

practises that generate social exclusion.

Red Incola - Spain, is a NGO, set up in 2006. Its mission 

is to support the migrant population in risk situations 

of exclusion, in the promotion and defence of their 

rights so that they can have a dignified life. Red Incola 
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This handbook responds to the need to provide insight into the approach and 

the methodology, and to offer practical examples of how to use T.O. for the 

prevention of Islamophobia.

It is mainly intended for anti-racist activists, associations, Muslim community 

leaders and citizens. In this manual, you will find information on the necessary 

steps to develop a prevention project against Islamophobia through the tools 

of theatre and other means: notions about Islamophobia, an introduction to 

Theatre of the Oppressed, suggestions on how to use an anti-rumour strategy, 

and how to involve the community in actions against Islamophobia.

The application of this strategy by other entities and organisations will open 

up new opportunities for collaboration with different actors, who in turn adapt 

this methodology to different groups or contexts, serving as an inspiration 

and multiplier for other projects and policies in Europe. This will undoubtedly 

be the best indicator of the success and vitality of this initiative.

WHO
SHOULD READ 
THIS HANDBOOK?



2. WHY
IS IT IMPORTANT

TO FIGHT 
ISLAMOPHOBIA?
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According to the Runnymede Report2.  the definition of Islamophobia is “any distinction, exclusion, or restriction 

towards, or preference against, Muslims (or those perceived to be Muslims) that has the purpose or effect of nullifying 

or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms 

in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life”.

We can detect Islamophobia when it comes to any of the following conceptions about Islam, people of Muslim faith 

or perceived as Muslim:

• Vision of Islam as a monolithic block, static that doesn’t respond to changes.

• Vision of Islam as a separate thing, as «the other». It has no values in common with other cultures, is not 

influenced by them, and doesn’t influence them.

• Vision of Islam as inferior to The West. It looks like a barbarian, irrational, primitive and sexist culture.

• Vision of Islam as violent, aggressive, threatening, supporting terrorism, and related to the clash of civilizations.

In order to address the issue of theatre as a tool to fight against Islamophobia, we consider it important to fix out 

two starting points. The first is the axis for defining this phenomenon, where we take up the definition provided by 

Runnymede Trust1, which has become a point of reference. The second one is clarifying what we will refer to as 

secularism.

2.1 WHAT IS
ISLAMOPHOBIA?
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• Vision of Islam as a political ideology, which is used for 

political or military advantage.

• The criticism about the West, by Muslims, is perceived 

as inappropriate.

• Hostility to Islam is used to justify discriminatory 

practices towards Muslims and the exclusion of 

Muslims from society in general.

• Hostility towards Muslims is seen as something 

natural and normal.

This closed view is contrasted with an open view of Islam, 

based on respect, which allows legitimate disagreement, 

dialogue and criticism. According to Benn i Jawad, the 

Runnymede Trust underlines that anti-Muslim discourse 

is progressively viewed as reasonable, giving examples 

of how hostility towards Muslims is accepted as normal, 

even among those who are fighting other types of 

discrimination.

Lola López Seminar in Barcelona. 2021

1 Runnymede Trust is the UK’s leading independent race equality think tank. See the web site.  
2 Runnymede Report 2018. Islamophobia: Still a challenge for us all. A 20th-anniversary report. Edited by Farah Elahi and Omar Khan.London, 2017. ISBN: 
978-1-909546-25-7.

https://www.runnymedetrust.org/
https://www.runnymedetrust.org/uploads/Islamophobia%20Report%202018%20FINAL.pdf
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 Photos taken during a forum theater 

workshop in France in 2021

Before addressing human rights and legislation, we need 

to clarify that the systematic targeting of Muslims is an 

international phenomenon that takes place in democratic and 

self-proclaimed secular countries. We therefore consider it 

important to question what secularism is. We simply want to 

clarify that it would be important to dream of a society that 

does not violate people’s rights and to conceive secularism as 

the construction of a society without interference from religion, 

but not against it, and less against people who believe in it.

As is well known, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(UDHR) is a document adopted by the United Nations General 

Assembly on 10 December 1948 in Paris. It outlines the basic 

human rights in its 30 articles. Due to the lack of international 

consensus at the time, the document was not formalised as 

an international treaty, binding on the signatory states. It was 

limited to a declaration, which was taken as a guiding ideal for 

humanity. 

Article 2 (UDHR) addresses the issue of non-discrimination: 

“Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth 

in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as 

race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 

national or social origin, property, birth or other status (...)”. 

Articles 18 to 21 cover the rights of thought, conscience, 

religion and political freedom.

2.2 
SECULARISM

2.3 DISCRIMINATION & 
HUMAN RIGHTS
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Article 16 of the Spanish Constitution states: “The ideological, religious and religious freedom of individuals and communities 

shall be guaranteed without any limitation on its manifestations other than that necessary for the maintenance of public 

order protected by law.” (Art.16.1). More or less as in other European Constitutions.

However, although these rights are in place and in writing, whether under the umbrella of the law or a declaration, 

discrimination against the population professing to follow the Muslim religion has been growing. 

Discrimination against the Muslim population is already in place throughout Europe. In Germany, Muslim women denounced 

the difficulty in accessing jobs. According to a study, in a job interview, questions on their professional qualifications take 

about 5 minutes whereas questions about their headscarf and beliefs take up 15 to 20 minutes3. A survey was conducted 

in the US and two-thirds of those surveyed said they had experienced Islamophobia, and 90% said that anti-Muslim hatred 

affected their mental wellbeing4. Islamophobia in Austria has also been denounced as civil liberties are being dismantled 

under the pretext of “fighting terrorism”5. Islamophobia in the UK and the state’s relationship with Muslim communities has 

been denounced by the Runnymede Trust. The “war on terror” has been launched, the British government has enacted laws, 

security investment programmes that restrict civil liberties. They also give greater power to the state to combat terrorism 

and protect its citizens specifically against the threat posed by “Islamic extremists”, both foreign and domestic. The 

state’s counter-terrorism approach to Muslim communities over the past two decades has played a key role in promoting 

Islamophobia6. Security policies have also been denounced in Spain7.

In France, the French far-right intends to impose the issue of integration of the Muslim community as a major electoral 

issue. It is currently discussed in terms of “Islamic separatism”. The debates are numerous and heated and have the effect 

of crystallising the polemic on the place of Islam in the republic. The Muslim community as a whole is having a particularly 

hard time with this situation, which is partly the result of the attacks perpetrated by jihadists in recent years. The Muslims 

of France do not feel accountable for the actions of these jihadists, who they believe have deviated from the message of 

Islam. The Collectif contre l’Islamophobie en France (CCIF) is a French non-profit association whose mission is to fight 

against Islamophobia. It was outlawed by the French government on 2 December 2020, after the murder of Samuel Paty. 

The dissolution of this association generated great controversy, particularly within the Muslim community. The government 

has included 51 other organisations on a list for possible outlawing. Gérald Darmanin, the Minister of the Interior, justified 

the outlawing of the CCIF on the grounds that it had provided support for radicalism, which the association has always 

denied. The European Network Against Racism (ENAR) said it was “extremely concerned” by the banning of the group and 

expressed its “strong support” for the organisation. Thus, Islamophobic attitudes and their subsequent denunciation are 

accumulating country after country.

According to many media, the fight against terrorism and radicalisation is put forward to hide all kinds of human rights 

violations: closing mosques, preventing the opening of new mosques, surveillance of Muslims, deprivation of citizenship, 

non-granting of nationality, preventing the granting of papers, persecution of certain politicians, imprisonment of people, 

systematic imprisonment in CIEs, no access to housing, etc.

The aggravating factor herein is that fascism can grow because of the problems created by capitalism. The rise in the 

price of basic necessities, the health crisis, homelessness, unemployment, etc., are used, in a totally hypocritical way, by 

the extreme right, to present themselves as “the alternative” to a system. People fall into prejudice and have great social 

acceptance.

More and more the construction of an enemy of Europe is becoming evident. Immigrants, Roma/Romani people, Muslims 

are the designated scapegoats in this discourse. Increasingly, the middle and lower classes are more and more willing to 

3 Middle East Eye ISSN 2634-2456: Article   
4 Middle East Eye: Article   
5 Middle East Eye: Article   
6 Ibid 2. COHEN, Barbara and TUFAIL, Waqas. “Prevent and the normalisation of Islamophobia”.. Page 40. 
7 AMAZIAN, Salma.“Islamofobia institucional y securitización – Análisis del impacto del paradigma securitario antiterrorista en el ámbito español” - Editado por 
SOS Racismo Catalunya. Barcelona, 2021.

https://www.middleeasteye.net/opinion/islamophobia-germany-not-even-seen-person
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/majority-muslim-americans-say-they-experienced-islamophobia-poll
https://www.middleeasteye.net/opinion/how-austria-dismantling-civil-liberties-under-guise-anti-terrorism
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fight each other, leaving alone those who hold power and feed the discrimination of the institutions (institutional racism). 

They also increase many arguments against those who fight against discrimination. This has led to the strengthening of the 

extreme right. And Europe must be careful not to repeat her history. In recent years, along with the rise of the far-right around 

the world (USA, Great Britain, Brazil), the defeat of the left and the threat of terrorism, Islam in Europe has become a central 

issue of debate. The first step that has been taken is to alter the social perception of Muslims and Islam, qualifying them 

as alien to our concept of life and culture. Then, a step forward was taken: they were considered dangerous. Consequently, 

security policies were implemented.

Our aim must be to problematise Islamophobia, not Islam. Explaining Islam is the task of Muslims, if they feel like it, not 

ours. Moreover, explaining Islam in order to counter Islamophobia seems to us to be counterproductive, as it is tantamount 

to becoming a defensive strategy, as if the practice of a religion had to be explained beyond the right to religious freedom. 

Islamophobia is intertwined with racism and classism, because it identifies the physical appearance of an individual with 

the discriminatory social construction. For those who believe that Islam is incompatible with European society and values, 

the Islamic veil has become the symbol of this incompatibility, with women being the most affected by Islamophobia.

In general, Europeans find it more difficult to accept other minority customs in Europe, such as the use of the headscarf, 

unbalanced gender roles, or strong religious convictions. Those who discriminate see their prejudices confirmed by 

misinformation and have turned the entire Muslim community into a scapegoat used by populism. As Bichara Khader stated 

in 20158 Europe was “building” a problem that later (2017) was made worse by the rise of Trump in the US.

As early as 1978, Edward Wadie Said, one of the most important philosophers of the 20th century, published Orientalism . 

The book analyses the construction and false conception of the “East” that has been generated from a Western perspective: 

The “East” (“Third World”) is everything that Europe and the USA are not, and separated - Said warns - by a so-called “us” 

(“Westerners”), which is against everything that is “other”. Such a framework has allowed the “West” to work towards 

imposing their worldview and justify discrimination against part of their population. 

Discrimination is any action or omission by individuals, groups or institutions that produces and reproduces inequalities in 

access to resources and opportunities in favour of or against a social group and its members. This hinders the access of 

large sections of the population to health, housing, food, education, employment, perpetuating the subordination of some 

groups to others. Discrimination can be based on age, gender (women being the main victims), ethnic origin (indigenous 

people), sexual orientation, pregnancy, mental disorder or psychiatric diagnosis, or religious orientation, which is the one we 

discuss here. Discrimination makes it possible to separate or form groups of people on the basis of a certain criterion or 

criteria and uses the violation of equal rights.

It is therefore useless to criticise the discrimination that is currently taking place in Europe without questioning its structure, 

its history, its “civilising” project and Eurocentrism. If this is done, it is a partial and moral critique. It is just to go ahead with 

certain “do-gooder” attitudes in a lukewarm approach to all discriminated groups, without questioning European thinking and 

constructions. Moreover, it will continue to feed the discourses and ideologies against the victims of such discriminations 

rather than against those who generate discrimination.

Religious discrimination, like other forms of discrimination, manifests itself by limiting access to education, health services, 

housing, public office and other rights. It can even lead to members of religious communities being imprisoned or killed 

because of their religious affiliation or beliefs. Throughout history, the United Nations have fought to uphold freedom of 

belief as a human right, enshrining the prohibition of discrimination on religious grounds in all of its core international 

instruments.

8 Khader, Bichara. Muslims in Europe: The Construction of a “Problem”. Open Mind BBVA. Bichara Khader - Catholic University of Louvain, Louvain, Belgium. 
See article.   
9 Said, E. W. (2003). Orientalism. Penguin Classics.

https://www.bbvaopenmind.com/en/articles/muslims-in-europe-the-construction-of-a-problem/
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Islamophobia is a hate crime that is manifested through hate speech in the media (mass media, social networks and other 

means of social dissemination) through. Hate speech is a form of expression or discourse transmitted with the intention of 

fostering hatred and prejudice and inciting violence against certain individuals, including degrading and intimidating them, 

solely on basis of the same criteria as for discrimination mentioned above. Today, hate speech, due to the crisis, hides 

under the guise of “freedom of expression”. They focus on a certain group of people and not on society in general; they 

stigmatise that group or collective and, due to the differences that characterise it, hostility is shown towards it, encouraging 

its exclusion from society.

Hate crimes are characterised by the perpetrator’s intentional choice of victim or target on the basis of a “characteristic” of 

this group. Hate crimes are also a criminal offence under ordinary criminal law.

Among other freedoms and rights, the right to education is also denied. This right to education is often denied to girls 

because of the wearing of the headscarf or hijab. But curiously, education is not only a right, but also an obligation. No 

internal regulation is above the Constitution, which also establishes the right to exercise religious freedom, both of the 

student and of the responsible persons (mothers, fathers, guardians or tutors) who look after his/her education.

Among hate crimes, and becoming one of the most recurrent events, is cyber-Islamophobia, which is easy to implement and 

very widespread, due to the speed with which it spreads on social networks. And also the cheapness of these campaigns 

through bots and algorithms, which are software programmed to “behave like humans”, requiring a low budget10. Fake 

news aims to mislead and manipulate decisions of communities regarding certain types of events. They are a type of lies 

consisting of information content disseminated through news portals, print media, radio, television and social networks 

and aimed at misinformation. Fake news is the main source of what is known as post-truth. This term was chosen as the 

word of the year for 2016 by the Oxford Dictionary, and is defined as “post-truth refers to or denotes circumstances in which 

objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief”. Post-truth is a 

broad phenomenon that impacts on multiple political, economic and social aspects.

Fake news is designed with the deliberate intention to deceive, mislead, manipulate personal decisions, discredit or exalt 

a person, institution or entity, either for financial gain or political gain. By presenting false facts as if they were real, they 

manage to be considered a threat to coexistence. Furthermore, the global dimension to which they are now reaching is 

truly worrying. Fake news about Islam11 is widespread and it is a specific type of cyber hatred that affects this community 

by increasing indicators of Islamophobia. This fuels the idea of a “clash of civilizations” and leads to a polarisation of the 

debate. 

The process of foreignisation of Muslim people is almost one of the most recurrent bases for “isolating” them and is being 

talked about in broad social sectors. While it is true that the term “immigrant” can be used as a descriptive name without 

any negative weight, in the case of Muslims it is not neutral. “Immigrant” is a word that describes someone who has left his 

or her country and settled in another. However, we cannot ignore the fact that, in the current European political landscape, 

the term “immigrant” has often been politicised, becoming a label to identify certain groups of people, especially refugees 

and immigrants from Muslim or African-majority countries. When we speak of foreigners, we mean the wealthy classes. 

Thus, the expression has become a metonymy to describe certain groups of people and is usually associated with certain 

stereotypes and prejudices. In this way, the word “immigrant” has been given meaning in such a way that the whole of 

Europe understands what is being talked about even if it is not explicitly expressed. Thus in today’s Europe, politicians and 

the mass media have worked to make the concept of “immigrants” synonymous with poverty, refugees, blacks, small boats 

crossing the Mediterranean sea, etc. Although if one were to speak of the true meaning and be exact, the word designates 

a very wide range of people. 

10 HAYA, Pablo. ¿Cómo se viralizan las noticias falsas? Algoritmos y bots sociales. IIC. 2019. See article. 
11Alexander, Inigo “Muslims and migrants in Spain: How fake news is keeping minorities sidelined” at Middle East Eye: See article.

https://www.iic.uam.es/innovacion/como-se-viralizan-noticias-falsas-algoritmos-bots-sociales/
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/spain-muslims-migrants-fake-news
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The core of The TIP project is theatre as a means to 

fight Islamophobia, as other more classical ways (cam-

paigning, reporting, advocacy, counter-information, 

etc.).

The theatre tools can be effective in tackling discrimi-

nation and in this case Islamophobia, compared with 

debates, campaigns and similar actions, as can reach 

those people who are not already anti-racist, the “mo-

bile center” and we also aim, with Theatre of the Op-

pressed especially, to enhance empowerment and not 

only awareness raising.

So why theatre?

Because it is a holistic approach that implies work on 

mind, body and emotion and therefore has an impact 

on the whole personality. Racism, and Islamophobia in 

particular, rely on emotions. It is not possible to change 

3.
HOW THEATRE OF 
THE OPPRESSED 
APPROACH CAN 
CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE FIGHT AGAINST 
ISLAMOPHOBIA

an opposite attitude only rationally, but with  holistic 

work that addresses three aspects: mind, body and 

emotion. And this is what theatre in general allows. 

Thus, theatre makes it possible to address deeply 

entrenched social conflicts in a different way, without 

reaching a violent confrontation.

But among many possible theatre practises we chose 

Theatre of the Oppressed (T.O.)12, because it allows 

debate and a kind of safe “distance”, since it is the 

play that is put on the table to debate. Also T.O. implies 

activation of the audience and the objective is, for 

people, activists of diverse profiles and human rights 

defenders, to analyse and look for alternatives to the 

situation raised in the Forum-Theatre13  play.

So T.O. seems to us the most effective kind of theatre 

for our goals.

3.1 ADVANTAGES OF USING THEATRE 
OF THE OPPRESSED  (T.O.)
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12 Theatre of the Oppressed (TO) was created by the Brazilian 
theatre director Augusto Boal in the 1970s. Boal was influ-
enced by the work of the educator and theorist Paulo Freire 
and his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed. This theatrical trend 
breaks the fourth wall promoting social and political change 
in alignment with left politics ideology. In the Theatre of the 
Oppressed, the audience becomes active, such that as “spect-
actors” they explore, show, analyse and transform the reality in 
which they are living.

13 The Forum-Theatre technique, a core tool of T.O, is further 
explained at p. 29 of this handbook. 

Also T.O. is not a moralising theatre that tells 

people what to think, it is rather a collective 

research for solutions, aiming to push people 

to stand and react; it is not propaganda, with 

the risk to address only people already close to 

our ideas, but it is a maieutic setting, where all 

people are accepted, all opinions can be given, 

also the racist ones, but a setting where a debate 

is possible among different positions and a racist 

standing can be problematised concretely, by 

asking “what to do in this situation? What are the 

consequences of this approach? Do you all agree 

that this is a solution?”

In short, the advantages of using 
theatre are:

• It provides  an experience that brings  the 

topic closer to life

• use of multiple intelligences

• emotional and cognitive distanciation from 

reality

• metaphorically transformation of reality

and using T.O.:

• active role of spect-actors that try to 

transform the scene

• not moral judgement

• empowering of the audience

• reaching new audiences

Forum-Theatre performance in 

Cecina (Italy)
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The key idea of TheTIP project is a coherent path where each step has a connection 

with the previous and next ones:

1. First we collected information about how Islamophobia is expressed in Europe 

and in our specific areas; we did it throughout desk research, interviews, and 

focus groups with Muslim people and communities;

2. we translated our findings into theatre workshops with mixed groups and 

enriched the reaserch data with the participants’ stories, in order to create 

some theatre scenes addressing the main areas of discrimination and its 

mechanisms;

3. these workshops resulted in theatre scripts and open rehearsals where we 

checked the appropriateness and effectiveness of the plays, inviting both 

Muslim and anti-racist activists;

4. we then showed  these performances several times to Muslim communities, 

anti-racists activists and organisations, Public Institutions, taking note of 

the strategies tested on stage and also about the debate activated in the 

audience;

5. we collected the strategies explored during the Forum plays and carried 

them on the regional seminars, where we debated which strategies can be 

implemented locally and concretely; the aim here was also to produce some 

“recommendations”;

6. the collection of best practises became a basis, together with the desk and 

field research and the action in schools for a series of seminars/training 

where different social actors, interested in the topic, tried to develop a local 

strategy to fight Islamophobia;

7. The whole process resulted in this handbook, disseminated in our countries 

and Europe to provide Muslim and non-Muslim activists with tools to fight 

Islamophobia more effectively, adding an innovative approach to the more 

traditional ones.

The strategy can be further improved and adapted to your specific context as we 

did in TheTIP; it is a suggestion on how to implement an effective strategy based 

on theatre.

In the following section the steps, based on the 30 months of The TIP experience, 

are further illustrated.

3.2 THE TIP PROJECT 
STRATEGY
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3.2.1 STAGE 1: DESK AND 
FIELD RESEARCH

3.2.2 STAGE 2: THEATRE 
OF THE OPPRESSED (T.O.) 
WORKSHOPS AGAINST 
ISLAMOPHOBIA WITH A 
SAMPLE OF TOOLS

As a first step for implementing a project tackling Islamopho-

bia, it’s vital to know what researchers at different levels have 

already discovered about the phenomenon while investigating 

how people perceive it, Muslims in the first place, who are di-

rectly affected by it and entitled to address the topic.

This way the next steps will be based on something more 

general than an individual perception of 20-25 workshop par-

ticipants, and can have a larger sharing, ensuring in this way to 

touch a common feeling and topic.

If you skip this step and start to work, not with the community, 

but with a sample of 20-25 people, you risk being too affected 

by those participants that maybe do not represent the general 

situation.

The field research was carried out  through interviews and fo-

cus groups with Muslim activists, community members and 

leaders, which allowed us to get in touch with potential par-

ticipants for the workshop and the next stages of the project.

Typical steps in a T.O. workshop

T.O. works with a group of oppressed people to raise aware-

ness of the condition of oppression and help them overcome it. 

It usually follows some defined steps as designed by Augusto 

Boal, the creator of T.O.

1. De-mechanisation

2. Knots research

3. Theatre embryo creation

4. Refining of theatre embryo

5. Transformation

6. Closing

“The unbearable 

banality of the subject”.  

Forum play by Forn de 

teatre Pa’tothom de 

Barcelona. 2021.
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STEP 1 DE-MECHANISATION14

If the people in the group do not know each other, exercises focused on getting to know each other and group cohesion 

should be done. The 1st step has also to do with the so-called warming up, but it is more, it is a way to change ourselves, to 

find a first transformation that focuses on ourselves as individuals and also as a group.

For this aim T.O. uses many different games and exercises, that are a chance to perceive and release our mechanisations.

As Boal said, we are “mechanised” as we are every day participating in the so-called “social rituals”, that are interpersonal 

encounters where each participant plays a specific and usual role with mechanised actions and reactions.

The rituals are not creative, they are the basis to keep structured every society, but within them all the mechanisms of 

oppression and dominant values pass through.

So a political public speech, a lesson, a sermon, a medical visit, a school meeting, an interaction in a bar, in an hospital, at 

school, on bus, etc. all are, as most, mechanised, not creative, but based on assumptions, implicit, that drive our behaviour, 

thoughts, emotions, relationship.

So, according to Boal, the first step, important, is the de-mechanisation, exercises that bring us to perceive where and how 

we are mechanised and to explore how we can “be more”, as Freire15 loved to repeat.

As said, we are mechanised at any level: body, mind, emotion, relations, so the de-mechanisation should touch all these 

areas.

SOME TOOLS

We present different theatre tools that can be employed in the workshop or training setting. In the case of online workshops, 

they need to be adapted to the virtual setting. 

There are several books explaining T.O. exercises16, so we do not repeat them but try to give you some suggestions on how 

to use them and which ones can be more suitable for the topic.

Just a few examples:  

Names exercise: go around by saying your name to people you meet. Stop. From now, start walking again but when you 

meet a person, shake hands and swap your names; keep doing that several times until the facilitator/Joker says stop. Then 

he/she says <Find your own name>; you proceed as before, but when you receive back your name you go out of the play and 

watch from outside.

People to people: standing in a circle in pairs. You are in the middle and give instructions like <Hand to hand> or <Shoulder 

to shoulder> or <Head to knee>. Each time that you say something, each pair tries to respond by putting in touch the 2 

named parts of the body (one from one partner, the other one from the other partner). Each time the pairs keep the previous 

contacts and add the last called out. When you see that it is not possible to add more, you scream <People to people> and 

all people leave their pair, crossing the centre running, to find another partner. The last person (or couple if you are even) 

becomes the new leader and starts the sequence again.

14 Exercises designed to help participants release their “mechanisations”, on body, mind and emotional level. Boal, A., (1992), Games for actors and non-
actors, Routledge, London. 
15 Freire Paulo Freire was a Brazilian educator and philosopher who was a leading advocate of critical pedagogy. His influential work Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed is considered one of the foundational texts of the critical pedagogy movement. 
16 Boal, A. Games For Actors and non- actors, Routledge 2002
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How are you?: standing in a circle, you ask the person in front <How are you?>; person (let’s say number 10) 

answers. You step forward and make an image of the main feeling expressed by person 10. The two people 

beside you join with their own image. You remain until the person 10 has tasted the image and clapped his/her 

hands. Then it is up to the person right to you to start a new sequence with person 11. And so on.

My gift for you: standing in a circle, you invite participants to focus on a personal quality and where they feel it in 

their body. Then you invite a person to start; this person says the quality, takes it off metaphorically from the body 

and gives it to another person who can accept and embody it or refuse. The second person continues the chain 

in this way until everybody has done it.

Clap exercise: in a circle, standing, start clapping hands synchronically. Then the trainer claps together with 

person 2 at his/her right side, 2 turns on right and claps together with person 3 and so on. Many times. At the end 

you can not only pass to the person right or left to you, but also to a person in the circle. Put attention that every 

time there are 2 people clapping in synchrony.

Space series: just walk keeping the space homogeneously occupied. From time to time the trainer says stop and 

check the distribution of people into space. You can increase the speed to make it more challenging.

Sculptor and clay: when you use Image-Theatre it is better to start with this simple exercise to enable the group 

to use this language based on image in a richer way: in pairs, one person sculpts the partner by touching and 

showing the body attitude he/she wants to create. This is the basic exercise, then you can propose variations like 

to sculpt in groups of 3, to add objects, to put into the image the sculptor too.

Walking characteristics: the group is asked to walk around the space, they stop at the instructions given by the 

facilitator and only if they agree with him, otherwise they continue walking. Possible sentences: “We stop for 

those over 39”, “students”, “undergraduates”, “married people”, “those who live with their parents”, “those who 

live with their partner”, “racists”, etc. This exercise allows us to see the different profiles in the group and also the 

conception that some of them have of certain issues. 

Workshop on Forum theatre in Valladolid, by La Candela Teatro y Comunidad and Fundación Red Incola. 
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STEP 2-  KNOTS RESEARCH
After step 1 has been sufficiently explored, we go to the second one, the knots research.

What are the knots?

Are the individual perceptions of oppression. In our case the perception to be discriminated as Muslim 

in that specific situation. It is a personal feeling and memory of something wrong that happened to me. 

For collecting these knots T.O. uses several ways: telling stories, creating body images, making sounds, etc.

Some tools are metaphorical, some are more realistic.

Depending on the group, its mood, our preferences, we can propose more metaphorical games and dramatic exercises to 

approach a phenomenon such as Islamophobia without entering into concrete situations because it has to be the group that 

comes to them “naturally” and rather to see ourselves as human beings in relational dynamics of oppression.

In other cases we can prefer to ask concrete realistic situation of discrimination. It is up to you to make the choice or also 

combine.

Roberto Mazzini,  Enrica Mattavelli   and Ilham Arbiine 

at the Transnational Meeting of partners in Valladolid, 

organised by Red Incola. 2021
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SOME TOOLS

Friend-enemy

Introduction.

The objectives of the exercises are:

• Empathy, to put oneself in the shoes of someone discriminated against.

• Ability to detect discriminatory incidents and try out possible strategies.

• To understand how exclusion has been and is exercised: how it occurs, by what means and how it is articulated.

• Questioning the tendency to incorporate the idea of the “other”.

This last objective is the most important, because the idea of the “other” is what allows us to arrive at the idea of the “Other” 

as an enemy, as someone who is a traitor to certain immovable (European, laicism) values. This construction of the “other” 

is done through language, the avoidance of responsibility, the construction of preconceived ideas and lies. It is possible 

to work on the influence of the media on these perceptions. How they generate fear and how fears are generated through 

stereotyping and prejudice.

Description: participants think, without sharing with their partners, of 2 random people. One will be labelled as “enemy” 

and the second as “friend”. The idea is to move around the space (all at the same time) in such a way that the “friend” is in 

the centre between the participant and the “enemy”. They have to be equidistant. The group should move according to the 

relationships they have mentally established, and should place the “friend” as protection and in the middle between their 

“enemy” and themselves. They must move until an equilibrium is established, if possible.

Comment: we embodied the concept “enemy” and we observe what is real and what is unreal in this character. The facilitator 

can review the different groups or minorities that have been used throughout history as “social enemies to fight”.

The movement that usually occurs is a spiral that feeds back to exhaustion and it is very difficult to achieve the supposed 

balance of the group.

Sheepishness is analysed, and how a flock of sheep unite to protect themselves from a possible enemy, often imaginary. 

This sheepishness leads to being in a group for security and not for affinities, but with a very individualistic sense, even 

though they are together out of fear. Moreover, an occupation is created for them (fighting against a collective) that keeps 

them entertained and oblivious to real social problems.

Transpolate do you mean to say translate ? the game to life and ask the group what they think the far right gains by creating 

a great enemy for Europe?

Asking and denying

The objectives here are: empathy, rehearsal of demands, intercultural dialogue and acceptance of diversity.

In pairs we assign roles and each one has to defend his/her role questioning the opposite. Person A starts asking something 

or stating something that is controversial and the other responds. Each actor figures out what can be his/her opinion and 

reacts consequently.

We give different opposing roles: Father-daughter, teacher-pupil, etc. and as you get to know the dynamics, you go deeper, 

until you get to the request “You are a couple where one is a agnostic and the other a Muslim”. 
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These relationships can be contextualised and determined in order to analyse situations of coexistence in different areas: 

family, leisure, education, work.... For example, at one point a trainer can say “we have a very close relationship with the 

other and we must resolve a concern but we can’t”.

Other improvisation on demands that you can use are:

• Teacher asking a student to talk about Islam because he is a Muslim.

• Employer asking a female employee to remove her headscarf

By going to the heart of the demands and relationships, we would generate a true intercultural dialogue that would help 

to dispel many false beliefs, myths and taboos. It is what Boal called a “non-antagonistic oppression”, which are those in 

which we do not require the disappearance of one of the two sides to resolve the conflict.

These dynamics have been carried out in pairs or small groups. Different “asking and denying” scenes can be presented to 

the whole group and then, we can analyse together which ones are damaging coexistence. Points of disagreement can be 

reached but this is interesting because it is what will feed into a more complex piece of theatre. For example, a father who 

asks his son not to dress in a certain way; a friend who asks another friend for his homework but he cannot give it to him 

because a scholarship depends on the grade; a boy who asks his girlfriend to show him her mobile phone; etc.

The strategies improvised can also be further developed into a Forum-Theatre structure if more sessions are available in 

the project.

• Related to Islamophobia, these issues have come up:

• Two colleagues argue because prayer time coincides with working hours.

• One friend asks the other to explain why she wears a headscarf.

• One friend asks another to accompany her to visit a mosque without being Muslim, to get to know it.

• One friend asks another to see a picture of her without a headscarf.

• Two mothers argue about whether Halal meat could be offered at school.

Make an image with your own body (Image-Theatre on Islam)

The group is asked to form a circle and face the outside of the circle. In other words, they all stand with their backs to their 

partners. A term is told to them, for example, the name of a city (Barcelona) or an animal (dog). They have to think of an 

image for 5 seconds, and when the facilitator says “go!”, they turn around and make an image with their body of what they 

have thought about. In the image “dog”, for example, two things are sure to happen: the images are easily identified as 

the animal, i.e. it is possible that nobody will make a metaphorical image of “dog” and that they resemble each other. In 

an image about “Barcelona” you will find more diversity in how it is represented. Thus, you can analyse what people see in 

other people’s images. Ask the person who has made the image not to speak, not to explain what he or she meant. There 

will also be participants who make images that are similar and identifiable with the city of Barcelona. Although some make 

a negative image and others a positive one, they are usually recognisable, credible images that can be interpreted by the 

rest of the group.

We recommend that this exercise addresses the concepts of “immigrant” and “foreigner”. And what they have associated 

with each one is analysed. An analysis can be carried out by asking the group whether Messi (a very famous football player 

of Argentina nationality) is an “immigrant” or a “foreigner”. It is very curious because Messi has a lot of money and it is 

difficult to describe him as an “immigrant”. This shows how associated this term is with economic status.

Finally, the group is asked to make images of the word Islam with their bodies.
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We read these images, trying to see the most recurrent image among the participants, and we start by giving them different 

meanings. We can go from the more general to the particular.

Finally, we ask them to go back to the circle with their backs turned, and we ask them to make the image of Islam with their 

bodies, but according to a sensationalist media. In the case of Spain, it would be to make the image like Telecinco or the 

newspaper ABC. The slogan is: “Make the image of Islam according to Telecinco”. The news in the country is worrying and 

warns that in south Spain there is a wave of Islamophobic crimes. A series of brutal assaults is increasing normalisation 

of xenophobia and racism17. 

In most of the workshops carried out in the project the first images of Islam were very different: some intimate gesture, 

prayer, the reading of the Qur’an or images indicating ignorance of the participant about the subject. But the images seen 

in the press were very similar and associated with violence and weapons, with hatred. More expressive images than the 

first ones, therefore more spectacular, more “sellable”. Terror, pain, fear. In any case, you can find workshops where people 

make an image of Islam that is the same as the one promoted by the sensationalist media. And this is a point that can be 

questioned. In some cases what the group knows about Islam is only what the media has told them.

STEP 3 - CREATING A THEATRE EMBRYO

Once the knots are collected we go further and try to discover what is in common, taking away all the specific details of each 

story. This step brings to what is called “theatre embryo”, that is a scene or more, or even an image, that synthesises  what 

is in common as a group. In our project we have several embryos, related to housing, labour market, school… where/which? 

the group could recognise despite  each specific situation they were living: the difficulty to rent an aprtment if Muslim, the 

request to take off the headscarf at workplace, the bullying at school… were often common experiences of participnats.

So, this step brings us to leave the individual perception and to go to recognise us as oppressed, as a group.

SOME TOOLS

Collective dramaturgy

The group is split into sub-groups of 4-6 people around a knot found in the previous step or they start now to collect 

individual stories.

The technique is simple and democratic, avoiding the risk of having a “theatre director” that is a person who imposes his/her 

vision on the group. It is also a way to enrich the dramaturgy of the play, thanks to different experiences and sensitivitnesses 

sensitivity? ; it also helps create a group cohesion.

1. Discuss 10’ the topic or the knot you have chosen as a group, collecting opinions from all the participants.

2. Take 10-15’ minutes to think, individually, of how to transform the knot or topic in a scene, writing a simple script.

3. By turn, each person becomes a temporary theatre director and explains his/her idea, with no debate, then directs the 

group to make the script real, by improvisation.

4. At the end of this round a debate opens up within the group and each person says what was important, touching, 

meaningful, creative… so that together they can reach an agreement on the posible scene or go back to other rounds.

5. The group improvises the agreed script and after each improvisation stops for a short debate. 

6. The cycle 4-5 is repeated.

17 See at Middle East Eye: Article 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/spain-islamophobia-hate-crime-racism-wave-sweeping-south
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STEP 4 - REFINING THE THEATRE EMBRYO

The 4th step is to work out the theatre embryo in order to prepare it for the Forum-Theatre session.

This means to check the structure of the play (a bad ending is required), the characters (they should be deep  as possible 

to allow for properl research of solutions), the truth of the plot (that means it should reflect the real mechanisms of 

Islamophobia), the theatricality (it should be theatre and not a verbal debate, therefore with action, conflict, emotions, 

visualisation of relationship, etc.).

SOME TOOLS

Rehearsal techniques
They are techniques invented or adapted by Augusto Boal, to improve the created scenes. There are dozens of these, useful 

for different purposes. Here we explain three of the simplest and powerful:

• Stop and think: the scene starts and the trainer says to the actors <Stop!>, the scene stops and he/she says <Think!> 

to everybody or one specific actor who starts a monologue. After 1-2 minutes the trainer says <Go!> and the scene 

resumes from the moment it was interrupted. The sequence is repeated several times. It allows actors to go deeper into 

the character, revealing the inner thoughts.

• Analytical rehearsal of style: the scene starts and the audience is allowed to say stop and suggest a style, like comedy, 

tragedy, soap opera, musical, spy story, science fiction, opera, western… The actors have to change the style of acting, 

immediately, keeping the key points of the plot but adding each element they can imagine, which comes out from 

improvisation. Usually this tool makes a lot of fun, but also allows us to explore nuances in the play and enrich the story.

• Interview to character: each character in turn is in front of a small group of 3-6 people who bombard him/her with every 

kind of question, from the biography to the preferences, from family to job, from hope to fears. The person in charge 

keeps the character and answers promptly as character. This exercise helps a lot to build a deeper character and avoid 

black and white dimension or stereotypes.

“The unbearable banality of the subject”. Forum play by 

Forn de teatre Pa’tothom de Barcelona. 2020.
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STEP 5 - TRANSFORMATION

Forum-Theatre
It’s the most famous T.O. technique. It can be used within the workshop or with an external audience, open air or in a room. 

It can be aesthetically rich or very simple. It can be played in a realistic style or with metaphors, images, etc.

In its structure for an audience there are 5 classical steps:

1. Introduction, where the trainer, called Joker, explains the Forum, the topic and other information that he/she considers 

important to share.

2. Warming up: some questions are given to the audience to provoke a response and engagement or also some games 

can be used or else with the aim to activate the public that usually is passive.

3. Presentation: the story prepared by the actors is shown to the audience.

4. Intervention: it is the key phase where the joker starts to analyse the play with maieutic attitude, that is questioning the 

audience to deepen the situation and then inviting them to try to solve it. The rule is that whoever has an idea can come 

onto the stage and instead of explaining the strategy, starts to improvise it with the remaining actors. Every intervention 

can be commented on by the audience if the Joker likes it and the exploration proceeds with no need to get a unique 

solution.

5. Closing: the Joker summarises the results, the doubts, the discoverings, what the audience agrees and what not.

We have create scenes related to discrimination with a bad ending; we do 

not want to blame  the oppresors or to feel victims or to make a catharsis. 

T.O. aims at liberating people from oppression by action, first tested in 

theatre, then in real life.

When we have a good enough theatre play we can then show it to an 

audience in a Forum-Theatre session.

To do this T.O. uses several tools but the main one is called Forum-

Theatre.

Breaking down the oppression
The oppressive scene is repeated 3 times:

• As prepared and as it happens in real life, repeating the discriminatory 

situation. The Protagonist oppressed is played by a person who lived 

the situation or something similar .

• As before but with reversed roles: the Protagonist now is played 

by the previous Antagonist (oppressor) while the Antagonist now 

is embodied by the previous Protagonist. In this way the person 

who lived the situation can perceive it from the point of view of 

the oppressor and feel/understand better his/her power and the 

mechanism of discrimination.

• With the same role as step 1, but now the Protagonist, aware about 

the situation and the Antagonist power, tries to break down the 

oppression, without replicating the real oppressive situation.

Sharing follows this technique, where to give room to the main engaged 

people but also the audience.

Forum-Theatre performance 

in Rome (Italy).
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STEP 6 - CLOSING

Closure is a ritual moment to reinforce the changes, to evaluate the journey and 

the results, to share the final emotions of the end, to ritualise the departure.

SOME TOOLS 

    

Exercise for transition from an emotional reaction to reflection
• Relaxation: invite participants to lie down in a comfortable position, close their 

eyes and focus on breathing. Invite them to scan their own bodies, feeling the 

sensations, the tensions or relaxation, following your voice. Guide participants 

mention each part of the body, inviting participants to be mindful of what they 

feel. In conclusion, invite them to breathe deeply three times, then ask them 

to open their eyes, slowly start moving and stand up again. There are many 

other ways to relax and pass from emotion to reflection through relaxation, 

breathing, play or physical work.

Exercises to extrapolate workshop results in daily life
• Visualise the future: close your eyes; imagine a situation of discrimination 

that you will have to face soon either as a protagonist or witness. Focus on 

details like noise, speech, images, colours… See yourself from the outside, as 

a spectator of yourself. Think of an image of what  to do/to say to manage the 

situation... Breath and open your eyes.

• Experiment the future: in pairs, recover a situation of discrimination that 

you will soon likely face as protagonist or witness… Tell the situation to your 

partner and ask him/her to improvise taking the counter-role. Repeat the 

scene once  as though you are afraid of what would happen. Then again, but 

now try to do your best to manage the situation better. Ask feedback from 

your partner.

Exercises to close a session
We suggest closing the workshop with tools focusing on four dimensions: 

emotional sharing, evaluation, learning, closing ritual. Here are some examples:

Emotional sharing
• Circle of sights: stand in a circle hand by hand and look in the others’ eyes, 

one by one.

• Image of emotions: the joker asks the group to make a sudden image with 

one’s own body when he/she will clap, linked to the lived emotions in the 

workshop.
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Evaluation
• The object: in a circle participants pass each other 

an object while they share their thoughts and feelings 

about the workshop experience in the form of a short 

speech. The rule is to speak only when the object 

is in your hands, listening without interrupting or 

commenting on others’ speeches.

Barometer
• The trainer points to an imaginary line on the floor, 

then asks the participants some questions about their 

perception of the workshop: “how did you evaluate the 

workshop: the leading?? You mean being the leader?, 

the organisation, the contents, the methodology?”. 

Participants stand in a line, positioning themselves on 

a  range from 100% satisfied to zero. Short comments 

can be asked to get more details.

Learning
• In pairs, participants share what they have learned 

from the workshop. Then each pair briefly reports to 

the whole group or shows a poster with their learnings.

• Give each participant a post-it where they should write 

one concept that has been clarified by the workshop, 

or some knowledge acquired thanks to the workshop. 

Post-its are collected on the wall, arranged and grouped 

as participants like, shown and commented on as a 

collective artwork.

Ritual closing
• The 3 Ury’s breaths: participants stand in a circle, with 

eyes closed. The trainer invites them to breathe deeply, 

then proposes to dedicate a first deep breath to the 

past generations; a second breath should be exhaled 

as a gift to the community created during the workshop 

and a third breath is dedicated to oneself.

• Run to the centre: participants stand in a circle hand 

by hand. Then they look into each others’ eyes and run 

three times to the centre, screaming.
 “The unbearable banality of the subject”. 

Forum play by the Forn de teatre 

Pa’tothom de Barcelona. 2021.
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3.2.3 STAGE 3: OPEN REHEARSALS

After the workshops, open rehearsals were carried out to test the effectiveness of the scenes, their impact and engagement 

on the audience. 

BARCELONA
In Barcelona the scenes were mostly based on Islamophobia in the workplace and the education sector. They were scenes 

that unfortunatley are very normalized in the life of Muslim people. However, it should be noted that the open rehearsals 

have allowed the theatre group participants to move forward and to question themselves at different levels. 

In order to denounce the structural dynamics of oppression, for the TIP project in Barcelona three key ideas have emerged:

• Stop explaining Muslims and Islam and start to focus the debate on the discrimination that is exercised against 

them. In other words, focusing the problem on Europeans, who attack other European citizens because of their 

religion.  

• Try to explain the ultra-right and the right, the interests they drive by promoting discrimination against (among others) 

Muslims and the benefits they obtain. Above all the policies of tension and lies that they develop. Security policies are 

also denounced.

• Try to influence the left, which does not participate in the fight against Islamophobia because of the false interpretations 

about what secularism and laicism mean, and because of Eurocentrism as an unalterable value.   

ITALY
In Italy, as a result of the workshops, two open rehearsals where performed online (due to Covid-19 restrictions) which 

confirmed as main areas of discrimination: labour market (searching for a job), housing (renting an apartment), school 

(bullying, exclusion and offences by teachers and parents), police stop (profiling), open space (hostility).

The audience completely recognised the stories shown and stood in solidarity with the oppressed.

3.2.4 STAGE 4: THE FORUM PLAYS

The Forum-Theatre sessions were different among countries and locations.

BARCELONA

A Forum-Theatre play has been produced, which was the result of a collective work during 1 year. Five scenes have been 

made that deal with it.

1. The identification of a person because she/he is perceived as a foreigner but she/he is Spanish.

• Objective: Do not foreignise Muslims.

• Problem: The mistreatment by  security agents.

• Strategy: Denouncing ethnic profiling by the police and other security forces and report on what can be done.

2. A woman on a job is told that she has been removed from her duties on a project because she wears a headscarf.

• Objective: Denounce the wearing of the headscarf as a symbol of submission.

• Problem: The proposed solution is to remove her headscarf.

• Strategy: Question whether we should influence the way a woman dresses (whatever her motives) and decide 

what she is or is not allowed to wear. Think of the woman as submissive.
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• It is a complex scene because we have to decide between the continuity of the project (which gives a salary) or 

solidarity with the girl. The solution would be to accompany her to file a complaint.

3. In one place a girl is asked to wear the headscarf to show how “open and inclusive” Spanish society is.

• Objective: Challenge the instrumentalisation of certain groups. Not all initiatives for the “inclusion” of vulnerable 

groups are positive.

• Problem: Many “positive” views of Muslims prolong discrimination.

• Strategy: Encourage the participation and visibility of certain people because of their qualities not because of 

racist criteria. For example, to invite a young Arab actor, not as a terrorist, but as a doctor, a family man, etc.

4. In a school, a Muslim girl is bullied because she is Muslim.

• Objective: Question the fake news and explain some parts of Spain’s history that are poorly explained. Teacher 

training is needed.

• Problem: Structural racism in education. A part of Spanish history and a teacher who believes it.

• Strategy: Make it visible that educational institutions are not exempt from discriminatory views on Muslims and 

do not have the means to counteract this discourse.

5. At school, two teachers talk about PRODERAI18 and their suspicion of the radicalisation of a student.

• Objective: Explain security policies and discrimination against Muslims.

• Problem: There is huge investment and numerous plans to prevent radicalisation, which are part of a very broad 

security policy that stigmatises Muslims.

• Strategy: Explain that there is no programme that monitors kids who are radicalising towards the ultra-right.

The scenes are designed for any type of audience. With an audience with Muslim people, it was very interesting to see the 

satisfaction of the audience when seeing anedoctes about the scene that happen to them very frequently. With audiences 

with  few or no Muslims (in the case of two schools), injustice was detected and strategies to fight against it were sought. 

Perhaps the most interesting thing is to see that people are not informed about PRODERAI  and that they are scandalised 

when they know the objectives and ideas that explain how to detect radicalization, such as, for example, when a young 

man stops drinking Coca-Cola or not eating at a McDonalds, are signs of radicalization for the police.

ITALY
The entire play includes 8 scenes of Islamophobia in different situations and contexts: housing, labour market, public 

space, school, police, etc. Some selected scenes from the entire play showed in the open rehearsals were performed 

again as Forum-Theatre: 4 times in different occasions, 1 time online for the University fo Ferrara students and the local 

anti-racist committee; 7 times in front of classes of teenagers from 2 vocational schools where they engaged the audience 

strongly.

The 4 theatre sessions in different towns were organised for activists and Muslim people. The most chosen stories were 

related to the labour area and housing.

Another story was created with vocational school students, related to a teenage couple, Maria and Ahmed, both from 

Italy. Although the second is of  Tunisian origin. In the story there was a police checkpoint, a conflict between the couple, 

the conflict between María and her father, and in some sessions a dialogue between María and other young people. The 

reason for the problem was discrimination against Ahmed for being a Muslim.

Strategies
The strategies carried onto the stage went from convincing the oppressor up to creating an alliance among the oppressed 

people. For more information see the article on the website 20

18 Y 19 Prevenció, Detecció i Intervenció de Processos de Radicalització Islamista (PRODERAI) is the programme that the Generalitat of Catalonia applies with 
the aim of detecting violent extremism in schools, which is an accumulation of ideas that stigmatise the Muslim community. Ibid 10.
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VALLADOLID

In Valladolid 7 performances have been done, with quite different audiences and proposals (old local people in a multicultural 

district, volunteers and activists in other, citizens in general), and the strategies that have come out were always different, 

sometimes proposing more collective proposals, sometimes individual ones. These performances were carried out in Valladolid 

by La Candela Teatro y Comunidad  in close collaboration with Red Incola for this project. 

In all cases, however, the work  stimulated a rich and intense debate in relation to the theme to be dealt with. The different 

scenes deal with the world of work, the school environment, the community of neighbours, and some everyday scenes (like the 

cafeteria). The situations seen in the play, which at first sight may seem exaggerated, have brought out different emotions in 

the spectators and in many cases have led to a deep reflection afterwards. 

It can be highlighted the emotions and how Muslim people in the audience were reflected in the scenes, who shared the reality 

they face every day and reinforced awareness. 

Strategies from the audience:
In general, in Forum-Theatre performances, the audience has proposed more individual strategies. One of the factors that may 

have favoured this approach is that the scenes were limited to 3 characters due to the size of the cast, so the dramaturgy has 

oriented the audience’s proposals towards individual strategies instead of collective ones.

However, the scene in which most collective strategies were proposed was the one contextualised in the workplace (creation 

of alliances for the denunciation to confront their superiors in defence of the victim). 

Furthermore, depending on the context and the type of public, we also find one type of strategy or another.

Actions in educational centres.
In the case of performances in schools, the main strategy focused on supporting the oppressed character (Fatima) and 

isolating the oppressor so that he realises that his Islamophobic behaviour is not correct. The debate focused more on 

racism and respect for diversity in schools.

Performances for the general public in neighbourhoods.
In the case of actions for the general public in the neighbourhoods, the strategies were more oriented towards respecting 

multiculturalism in the neighbourhood and the good management of coexistence. To this end, we created a specific scene 

in a neighbourhood where Fatima was discriminated against for wearing a hijab. This made her connect very much with the 

reality that is lived in many neighbourhoods in Valladolid.

The discussion was oriented towards finding strategies that bring cultures closer together and arouse interest in getting to 

know the other culture and religion, rather than rejecting it. Another strategy focused on curbing the everyday hate speech 

that happens in the neighbourhood, which is normalised and that the public admits that sometimes they do not know how 

to act to confront this speech.

Performing in a rural area
There was from the beginning a great resistance to address the issue of racism and Islamophobia. A certain atmosphere 

was created in which the audience was reluctant to propose strategies for transformation. So the Joker, in this case, raises 

a debate on concepts such as racism, discrimination, Islamophobia in order to test where the public is coming from. Once 

this debate has taken place, the audience began to propose strategies that are more focused on confronting the oppressor.

The lack of knowledge of how to proceed in the face of hate crime and the fear of reporting it also stands out. On several 

occasions, the public verbalised that sometimes there is a great lack of knowledge about how to act, how to report or what 

acts are considered hate crimes.

20 See https://tooltips.eu/it/spettacoli-di-teatro-forum where you can find a summary in English and the full text in Italian.

https://tooltips.eu/it/spettacoli-di-teatro-forum/
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FRANCE

In France, 5 theatre performances were organised that brought together different types of people (citizens in general, 

project partners, young people, municipal officers, teachers) and 5 performances in schools. The play, called “The weapon 

of words”, reached a large audience.

The audience participation was homogeneous despite the different ages of the spectators. The young people did not 

hesitate to intervene even in front of their elders.

The TVA theatre company, which wrote the script based on the testimonies collected during our research, chose four 

scenes with different contexts so that the audience could be made aware of at least one theme:

• a young student, who took the decision to wear the headscarf, outside the school and who caused the false “concern” 

of one of her teachers

• a man who has worked for many years in a company and is continually subjected to so-called racist humour by one 

of his colleagues

• a migrant Muslim couple who were offered a flat to rent in a nice area, but the landlady suddenly changed her mind 

when she met them after they moved in

• a veiled woman goes to a public service to ask about her rights. She is not well received by the public officer who 

thinks she is illiterate, assumes she has false identity documents and has come to beg for money.

Each scene provoked a strong reaction and emotion. Each time, a diverse audience intervenes. For example, young people 

were involved in the other scenes, not just the one that takes place in the school.

Some of the scenes touched some of the audience because it reminded them of a similar situation they had experienced 

themselves. Feeling the support of the audience, through their intervention and dialogue, did them a lot of good.

Strategies
Following the presentation of the different plays, we noticed very positive reactions from the audience, focusing on 

different aspects.

What we noticed in all the performances and what really changed the course of the scenes was the search for allies in the 

scenes presented.

This search for or proposal of allies had the effect of a real reflection on the responsibility of each one in daily life. This 

theme often came up during the debates after the theatre performances. 

Independently of the public’s position, a third person was often suggested to solve the situation: a superior, a school 

director.... The image of the person who decides and says: no, stop! 

What touched the audience the most was when the theatre company explained that all the sketches performed were based 

on the testimonies collected during our field research.

The audience, aware and interested in the theme, also felt at that moment that these stories had been lived. This brought 

another dimension to the audience’s reactions.

In several sketches, the solution was also respect for the law and the penalties incurred (housing, school environment, 

professional posture, etc.). This reminder of the law had the effect of destabilising the characters, making them aware of 

the risk involved and feeling alone and accused, leaving them sometimes without any reaction.

The drama also emphasises freedom of choice: for example, a brilliant student who chooses to wear the headscarf despite 

her parents’ disagreement, which causes problems within the school.

The performance ended with the idea of being kind to each other and the insistence on putting oneself in the shoes of 

others by using the expression “don’t do to others what you wouldn’t want them to do to you”.

21 Theatre group of Valladolid. La Candela Teatro y Comunidad.

http://www.lacandelateatroycomunidad.com/
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3.2.5 STAGE 5: REGIONAL SEMINARS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The regional seminars were step 5 in the TIP strategy and collected all the 

information we got from the previous steps with the aim to study concrete actions 

to fight, locally at least, Islamophobia.

In Barcelona, it was concluded that there is a neglect by secular entities (such 

as the public administration) of believers and certain religious manifestations. 

Some representatives of religious communities find greater understanding of 

their problems in conservative and liberal political administrations than in public 

administrations managed by left-wing parties, since they present greater hostility. 

Even if there is a secular administration, no one should be excluded because of 

their religious beliefs. An ethical code allows for a much clearer idea of the social 

responsibility that organisations, institutions must have and the most correct way 

of acting in relation to the environment in such a way that it promotes coexistence.

Today’s societies have their ethical principles such as integrity, respect and the 

value of the people who make it up. The ethical principles are framed with rules 

to control, reward or sanction behaviours and are embodied in laws (ranging from 

the judicial system to Human Rights).

However, all these rules must be accompanied by sanctions for non-compliance 

and by ensuring that mechanisms are in place to report any violations. Any 

conduct or practice that harms a person because of his or her religious beliefs 

should be sanctioned.

In Parma (Italy) 3 meetings with different organisations and people were held. 

The second in particular was focused on the right of prayer and to have a proper 

place of worship. Around 30 people and organisations from both the Muslim 

comunity and outside , participated and it was a strong moment where to debate 

and start new collaborations. A third session is foreseen in March 2022 where to 

define recommendations for public Authorities.

In the regional seminars we also tried to elaborate some “Recommendations” 

that were sent to related authorities.

This step is important to summarize the needs that arose  from the process and 

to also give  visibility to what is important for the Muslim community.

Where some similar documents were already in existence  we kept and updated 

that, instead of duplicating the effort.

To do this step requires the ability to summarise the contributions, selecting 

them in a democratic way and write clear sentences that can influence public 

institutions, policy makers and other stakeholders.
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As we have used Forum-Theatre, some ideas about it for those who do not know.

Among the several branches T.O. has, one is in particular the focus of The TIP: Forum Theatre.

What is it? A story, either short or long, where an oppressed protagonist struggles to overcome his/her oppression, 

unsuccessfully. The audience is asked to intervene, replace the protagonist or some ally, and explore some possible strategy 

and solution. The facilitator, Joker uses a maieutic attitude to deepen the research, mainly questioning the audience.

Why is Forum-Theatre useful?
• Because the distance it makes between the audience and reality allows spectators to think deeply about a possible 

change and analyse critically the situation

• Because it mobilises the audience’s energy

• Because it is a collective ritual where decisions can be also taken, concretely, by the group of spect-actors.

Therefore, in the fight against Islamophobia, Forum-Theatre
• addressed to Muslim communities and anti-racist activists can empower them with strategies, solidarity, energies to 

better face the discrimination;

• addressed to neutral people or hostile, can create more empathy with the victims of Islamophobia or bring to negotiate 

in case of conflict in a public space or neighbourhood units among natives and foreigners.

3.3 THEORY OF 
FORUM-THEATRE

Theatre group of the Forn de teatre Pa’tothom, Barcelona. 2021.
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3.4 JOKER’S ATTITUDE

Here are some basic attitudes we consider important to keep as trainers (Joker is the Boal’s term), while preparing and 

leading the workshop and the Forum-Theatre session.

Awareness
The trainers should be aware about the issue of discrimination and Islamophobia, and what this means in a society that 

is structured through inequality and oppression and they should consider discrimination as a structural problem, not a 

personal one. They should be actively working on deconstructing their own stereotypes.

Maieutics 22

The trainers should not judge the solutions of the groups, but constantly encourage the group to question their solutions 

using “problem posing” as the main tool to increase the group and individual awareness. Judgement is a top-down 

relationship that is not consistent with the process of liberation we are pursuing.

This can help find a delicate and challenging balance, that is “staying in between”: between allowing the group to become 

more and more autonomous, but at the same time “problematising” some statements from individuals or the group, like 

the ones linked to stereotypes/power/privileges. The best way is giving open and real questions to help people to go 

deeper in the issue, pointing out the consequences, the contradictions, the implications, the implicit assumptions.

Flexibility and following the group mood
It is particularly important to adapt your work to the different contexts, groups and steps in the process and not being rigid 

in following the schedule you have prepared. Design an agenda with some options if the first proposal does not work. It 

helps you not to fall into anxiety as you have a plan B. To keep the path close to the group evolution is also the best way to 

be effective in change.   

Observation
It plays a key role in adapting the agenda to the process in your specific group at that specific moment. Trainers should 

propose and then observe the group reactions and modulate the next steps according to their observations. To observe 

implies to make hypotheses and not to read the situation in a rigid way by using our “normal” lenses, but be open to the 

unexpected. Observation helps also share mine vision with the co-leader’s and go deeper in understanding the process.

Observation and Non-judgment
Smart trainers should keep aware of what happens during the exercises. Leading a group is a constant process of 

proposing activities, observing reactions, making new hypotheses and adapting the schedule according to the feedback. 

The role of trainers is not to evaluate/judge the group or a participant, but to learn from the group/individual reactions 

and adapt their proposals. A welcoming and non-judgemental atmosphere helps people open up and is a strong teaching 

practice for an anti-discrimination work. That does not mean being neutral, but to choose to have a mayeutica attitude (see 

above), questioning and questioning.

Diversity-oriented
In our view, two trainers with diverse backgrounds add value to the workshop/Forum-Theatre session, as they bring 

different perspectives and cultural sensitivity.

22 Freire, P. (2017), Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Penguin Classics. 
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3.5 MORE HINTS

General suggestions for the process:
• keep Muslims people opinions at the centre of the work, giving them the floor as they better know their oppression 

with all specific elements

• make the complete analysis of oppression and how it works, its structure and to go beyond the “description” 

• select the most appropriate scenes depending on the particular audience you want to meet

• elude the victimisation of the oppressed and bravely confront the construction of the oppressor 

• try to challenge Islamophobia discrimination and not forget the role of oppressors considering that is very broad 

according Runnymede Report 

• work on the role of the allies. Bear in mind that it is not enough to say “I am not racist”, but try to question deeply 

ingrained attitudes

• have a battery of information material for the participants.

Mixed groups
According to the idea of fighting oppressions, Theatre of the Oppressed has to work with the oppressed group, trying to 

make visible on stage the oppressive dynamics they live in. But we must not lose sight of the fact that it must also be a 

constant search for alliances and, above all, try to work collectively against the structures that sustain the unjust dynamics.

So, in order to work on Islamophobia, we always recommend not to work only with Muslim people, but to try to generate 

processes with diverse people and ideas, that include possible allies in the fight against this discrimination. As we say 

before, it should be remembered that many people who are identified by society as Muslims are not Muslims, which 

demonstrates an identification of Muslims with a particular ethnic profile. This results in discrimination through racism. 

People “read” as Muslims are maybeof other religions such as Sikhs, Buddhists, Catholics, Hindus, etc. and that they fall 

into traps such as identifying people as Muslims because of their skin colour or foreign origin. This is where one of the 

most important characteristics of Islamophobia begins: denying the diversity that exists in Europe. Anyone who does not 

have certain characteristics (white, Christian) is concluded to be non-European.

To make groups exclusively of “immigrants” is to alienate foreignise Muslims, which is one of the first characteristics of 

discrimination against Muslims, as if being European, implied, sine qua non, not being Muslim. Many Muslim people are 

actually born in Europe. 

It is very important to work with heterogeneous groups as it enriches the process. The aim of involving non-Muslims is to:

• Enrich the debate and exchange of opinions.

• Normalise religious practice. A religion is not fundamental to establishing relationships.

• Non-Muslims get to know Muslim people in a more relaxed way (through theatre).

• Focus the problem on what it really is, right-wing extremist ideas, and not on the fact that people have a skin colour 

or practice a religion.

• Build alliances with non-Muslims.
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Am I racist?
It often happens that people who come to a Theatre of 

the Oppressed activity do not think of themselves as 

Islamophobes. This is one of the most difficult points 

to discuss, as what the rise of extreme right-wing ideas 

has achieved is to shift the debate and normalise the 

judgement of certain groups or practises within the left. 

So nowadays, it is “normal” for a parliament in Europe to 

discuss whether or not to allow a religious practice (such 

as the wearing of the hijab), when 30 years ago it was of 

no importance. Extreme right-wing ideas have permeated 

all political debates and nowadays, a lot of time has to 

be spent on “proving” that the problem is a different one.

To study the subject
Naturally, always with the Theatre of the Oppressed, as 

well as being very attentive, it is recommended to study 

the subject, to research and to have a wide range of 

information to design the workshop and then share it with 

the participants.

After the exercises, the facilitator can show the photos 

and headlines of journals on the subject, to further the 

debate on the perception of Islam. We also recommend 

talking about and reporting on the crime of hate speech 

and the human rights and laws that are attacked when 

certain groups, their beliefs or customs are not respected 

(mentioned in chapter 2 of this book). Also, to, report 

on media outlets or political parties that have been 

denounced for hate speech or spreading fake news.In 

addition, the political and social “advantages” of fake 

news, the “mud machine” that Umberto Eco23 spoke of.

 It is important to provide data on the presence of minority 

representatives in the media and social networks, such 

as state and local television. Create different references 

to obtain the information, from persons or entities. 

Intellectuals who are Muslims from Europe and are active 

in the fight against Islamophobia. You can find important 

book references on the TIP website24. 

23 “Umberto Eco: “Para deslegitimar a alguien es suficiente con decir que ha hecho algo” - Salvados” La Sexta. 10 de noviembre de 2015. See in Youtube. 
24 You can consult the “Resources” section of the project website. See 
25 You can find the infographic in Catalan, Spanish and English. Ajuntament de Barcelona. 

Finally, we can resort to the data and materials provided 

by the anti-rumour networks, at the same time, the 

connections to other types of institutional discrimination, 

violence and exclusion.

In Barcelona City Council, the Interculturality Program has 

produced a very interesting infographic, called The route 
of Islamophobia26. 

It’s an infographic explaining the origin of Islamophobia 

and its relation to institutional and social dimensions of 

discrimination. In this material one can see the specificity 

of historically generated racist stereotypes about Islam 

and at the same time, the connections with other types of 

institutional discrimination, violence and exclusion.

Transnational Meeting of partners in Valladolid, 

organised by Red Incola. 2021.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-T3tWljaok
https://tooltips.eu/entitites-action
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/bcnacciointercultural/es/estrategia-bcn-antirumores/materiales-antirumores/descargate-la-ruta-de-la-islamofobia
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Keep the focus on discrimination
In Barcelona all the activities that were carried out gave rise to debates that were quite rich and 

diverse in opinions. Even though, we have verified and deduced that the fight against Islamophobia 

stagnates, almost always in talking about Islam and Muslims. In other words, it is difficult to remove 

the debates from the description, explanation and even the exoneration of Muslims. The goal was 

always to get the groups to talk about those who discriminate. In many cases they are perfectly 

recognizable groups and politicians. 

Another point is to notice that Muslims feel quite alone and often find it difficult to believe in 

alliances, because the stereotypical discourse against them only allows them to distrust. Thus, 

you have to work a lot with people of “good will”, who do not realise the prejudices they have and 

how influenced they are by this discourse. In all activities we have tried to accompany them with 

awareness and information campaigns on the subject. Normally, there is a lot of ignorance and 

there is no social concern to change the situation since it is a problem of “the others”.
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The international Declaration of Human Rights condemns 

all forms of discrimination. Human rights education is nec-

essary to deconstruct stereotypes, fight prejudice and being 

able to identify discrimination, through verbal exchange, de-

bate and especially the development of knowledge.

Organising an Anti-Rumour Course at school is useful for 

the young generations so that they can be aware of the 

harm that comes from prejudice and stereotypes, especially 

in the age of the internet, social networks and cyberbullying. 

This awareness is fundamental because young people are 

the adults of tomorrow.

4. HOW TO USE 
ANTI-RUMOUR 

TRAINING

In Europe, this training has already proved its worth. Indeed, 

large European cities have already used this approach to 

prevent prejudice. This is the case of the city of Barcelona, 

which created an anti-rumour network in 2010 and has 

received praise from many international organisations for 

putting forward good social practises.

This network already has 1004 members, of which 393 are 

organisations of all kinds, including parents’ associations, 

and 611 are individuals. The idea of promoting this system 

and extending it to some cities, some local organisations or 

even some citizens, with the right message would already 

be a first step and would have great social impact.

Focus group arranged in Aurec sur Loire (France) 

in October 2020
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4.1 THE ANTI-RUMOURS 
STRATEGY: A SOURCE OF 
INSPIRATION

There is a strategy described in the anti-rumours handbook issued by the Council of Europe in 2018 26 .

The anti-rumour strategy was designed to make cultural diversity positive and above all to prevent prejudice and 

discrimination by educating all types of people.

It focuses on how stereotypes and prejudices are created and disseminated and therefore seeks to promote better 

interactions between people. It aims to dismantle prejudice in everyday life. The idea is to mobilise citizens by making 

them react. Indeed, we all have a role to play in preventing hate from spreading.

The methodology is built step by step. 

Here are some ideas and tools that can be used:

1. Identification of rumours

It is necessary to start by identifying the main rumours in circulation in the town. This gives an idea of the social climate 

and what people are concerned about. It can then help determine the targets and objectives of the anti-rumour course.

How can this be done?

To set up questionnaires or interviews in which everyone can express themselves. They will help to identify rumours and 

to follow up on them. Various questions can be used (open or closed questions, evaluation scale, etc.). It is possible to 

carry out these questionnaires in person or online to reach more people in a shorter time. Individual interviews are also 

possible, as they allow for a more qualitative and detailed analysis.

Some examples of questions are available in the Anti-Rumour Handbook27 on the methodology.

2. Rumours collection workshops

Workshops can be arranged to collect some rumours and are addressed to residents, social actors or municipal agents. 

Participants can work in groups and then they can speak about their results. In the Anti Rumour Handbook, there are 

examples of questions that can be used (in the methodology chapter).

3. Setting up awareness-raising activities

Awareness-raising actions can also be organised to detect rumours.

Some examples of interesting actions that have been carried out in Europe and they can be a source of inspiration for 

other cities. Some examples have been detailed in the anti rumour handbook, like so:

• In Nuremberg and in Tenerife, “prejudice bins” have been arranged to throw away the prejudices.

• The “rumour exchange” organised in Lublin. The concept is very interesting because people can write the rumour, 

that they have heard, probably at a local level, on a white sheet of paper and then it’s possible to work on it.

Once this work has been done and the rumours identified, it will then be possible to prioritise them and to carry out 

specific actions to deconstruct them.

26 TORRES BARDERI, Daniel de. You can find the Anti-rumours handbook in French, Spanish, Italian, Arabic, Portuguese in the Council of Europe website.  
© Conseil de l’Europe, mai 2018. 
27 At page 27 of the French version.

http://rm.coe.int/anti-rumours-handbook-a-standardised-methodology-for-cities-2018-/168077351c
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Some barriers are created by people who are not necessarily aware of the impact of their speech. Some are clumsy or 

even unintentional, but may amplify a sense of anger or injustice in some people.

It is this nervousness that will stigmatise certain groups such as Muslims, Jews, migrants and many others… and which 

will be the subject of hate speech.

To be effective, the anti-rumour strategy advocates the creation of a network. The more people who act against prejudice, 

the better the results.

One of the specific objectives of the strategy is to reach out to many different people, whose involvement can take 

different forms: collaborating on a specific action, a training participation, arranging an action at work, and having 

positive communication... All of these activities will eventually have an impact on the social climate and begin to change 

it for the better.

The TIP project has chosen the training of anti-rumour agents in order to start building a network to fight rumours.

The aim is to provide them with tools so that they can start to fight rumours in their life.

The manual advises to offer the anti-rumour course to a different public: like local actors and inhabitants with different 

professions and also trainers who will be able to multiply these same anti-rumour training.

Depending on the audience, it is necessary to adapt the content of the course, especially for the practical tools to be 

used. The tools must be adapted to the professions, roles and public targeted by the future agent.

Each partner in the TIP project therefore proposed an anti-rumour course according to the people present and the 

usefulness they will have of it.

Here is a description of what has been achieved in France, Spain and Italy.

The anti-rumour approach
Our anti-rumour training aims to see cultural diversity as an asset in Western contexts; it also aims to provide tools to 

both identify the processes of creating rumours, stereotypes and prejudices, and to critically analyse discriminatory 

narratives and rumours based on racist imaginings of cultural diversity.

One of the goals of this approach is to fight against prejudice, discrimination and racism by making participants aware 

of certain inequalities. The idea is to change the vision people might have regarding some social groups. For example, to 

see migrants as a new source of cultural development rather than as a group that seeks support.

Changing one’s view and becoming informed are the keys to ending prejudice in the long run. Focusing on rumours is 

addressing the root of the problem. Discrimination, racism and xenophobia are often the consequences of prejudice.

The anti-rumour course is more than a session against prejudice as there is a number of objectives:

• To analyse the possible prejudices existing in the participants’ structures

• Communicate in a more positive way and have a more inclusive discourse.

4.2 ANTI-RUMOURS 
TRAINING ACCORDING TO 
FRENCH EXPERIENCE
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Course content
Documentary and field research shows us that, in our current societies, scourges such as Islamophobia and racism 

are spreading very quickly and that they are based on false information, information which, when put together, can be 

destructive and have serious consequences on the people who are victims of it.

It is therefore important to discuss prejudice as it most often leads to racism and discrimination.

The content of the course may also be adapted to the participants so that they can apply the provided tools to their 

respective jobs and positions.

Social workers, library staff, educational counsellors, school nurses have taken the course and have been able to find 

tools adapted to the time they could spend on awareness raising and especially according to the age group. Some 

activities included icebreakers that make people aware of cultural diversity or role-playing games on prejudices.

Activities28

Below some examples of activities that can be proposed:

1. A theoretical part on reminders of what prejudice is and of the local law:

• History of migratory movements.

• Definitions of prejudice, racism, discrimination, and Islamophobia.

• Different types of discrimination recognised by the law and the penalties for non-compliance of these.

• Education of the perception: presentation of images and explaining what they can evoque to people.

• The challenges of diversity and living together.

2. Exchanges among participants on the experience of each other on the issue.

3. An activity presenting a series of photos under which the participants have to come up with two titles: a positive and 

a negative title. The idea of this ice-breaker is to demonstrate that a photo can convey positive or negative emotions, 

but also that the title of the photo influences us unconsciously. The titles, accompanied by evocative photos, are 

vectors of prejudices and false ideas. A call to vigilance is launched. This game opens minds and can be adapted to 

all kinds of audiences.

• Another exercise is proposed. It is to orally evoke an experienced situation of discrimination and then to recreate 

the scene in small groups. Afterwards, it is possible to react and modify the scene to change its ending. The 

participants will then be better armed in case of a repeat offence. The reactions can from then on be different 

from what they originally were.

This role play can be set up with adults, teenagers, or even with a younger audience in order to become more aware of 

reality.

• Proposal of activities from the “All equal - all different” 29 catalogue selected beforehand according to the profession 

of the participants. 

• To conclude the training and to leave on a good note, it is possible to propose an activity that deals with prejudices 

without even realising it, based on humour (very effective activity with youth and children). Everyone takes a piece of 

paper with a joke written on it (e.g., “Why do the French eat snails? - Because they don’t like fast food”). Spontaneously 

it is easy and logical to approach discrimination in a totally innocent and therefore effective way.

This is an option on how to train anti-rumour agents, who will be able to implement this kind of action in their respective 

roles. 

28 Education Pack “all different - all equal”. Authors: Pat Brander, Carmen Cardenas, Juan de Vicente Abad, Rui Gomes and Mark Taylor. Published by the Directo-
rate of Youth and Sports, Council of Europe. First edition, 1995. Second edition, 2004. Updated and reprinted in 2016. 
20 Ibid 48.

http://intergroupresources.com/rc/alldifferentallequapartB.pdf
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4.3 BARCELONA TRAINING

The anti-rumours course was based on three principles:

1. Principle of equity. This principle starts from the premise that in order to advance in interculturality it is essential 

that, previously, there is a context of respect for fundamental and democratic values, as well as the promotion of real 

equality of rights and duties and of social opportunities for all people.

2. Principle of recognition of diversity. It refers to the need to recognize, value and respect diversity understood in a 

broad sense. This principle goes beyond simple contemplation or passive tolerance, and emphasises the need to 

make an effort to take advantage of the opportunities derived from sociocultural diversity. They are opportunities 

linked to cultural enrichment but also to the economic and social sphere.

3. Principle of positive interaction. This principle is what defines the intercultural approach, differentiating it from 

other approaches such as the multicultural approach. It is the principle of positive interaction or unity in diversity. 

Starting with the recognition of differences, we must emphasise the common and shared aspects that unite all of us. 

Coexistence is worked on in everyday life and in a reciprocal, bidirectional and dynamic process.

Objectives of the training
• Detect stereotypes, prejudices and rumours that generate situations of discrimination and intolerance

• Generate in participants an analysis and reflection on the use of language that stigmatises and reinforces rumours, 

prejudices and stereotypes present in our society. 

• Generate both inclusive and tolerant language and thinking towards human diversity and an appreciation of the rich 

diversity of people. 

• Promote positive messages and dismantle existing discriminatory rumours. 

Content
1. Explain Europe and eurocentrism, which is a form of ethnocentrism (placing a culture as superior to the rest). In 

the case of Eurocentrism, the culture that is considered superior is the European one, which historically became a 

reason for dominance and submission over other civilizations, whose values were taken as inferior, and therefore not 

worthy of respect. It is true that Europe is made up of a long trajectory and history, but the vision of universal culture 

and thought, must be questioned. In the TIP Project this point was widely explained by Lola López30 . 

2. Make definition of the concepts of stereotypes, prejudices and rumours. 

3. Explain to the participants if necessary, what forms of discrimination exist such as xenophobia, racism, homophobia 

and discrimination based on gender. Generally, people are aware of these terms. Then you can address other 

definitions such as aporophobia31 , that is the rejection of the poor. We can leave Islamophobia for the final part of 

the session.

30 Lola López. Lola López, renowned anthropologist, expert researcher on issues of interculturality, coexistence and migration, has a markedly activist pro-
file: founding member of the group Stop Islamophobic Phenomena (SAFI), member of the Unit against Fascism and Racism, member of the Multicultural-
ism Group and Gender of the University of Barcelona (UB) and Forn de teatre Pa’tothom. You can see a conference “Estereotipos, prejuicios y rumores 
nos llevan a la discriminación’’ in Spanish. 20 de marzo de 2014. It is a somewhat old video but it continues to mark a very interesting ideological line. 
31 Aporophobia is a neologism created by the renowned Spanish philosopher Adela Cortina to describe “rejection of the poor”. Although it is a fairly new 
concept, the idea that the poor are to blame for their poverty was already widespread under Reagan (USA). When Reagan came to power, 75% of Federal 
Services were dismantled because ‘welfare’ was synonymous with communism and a term was invented for homelessness, ‘homeless by choice’. Thus 
began the fallacy of criminalising poverty, leading to 600,000 people on the streets, many of them workers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr542LvKYP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr542LvKYP8
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4. Theatrical practical exercises will be carried out. It will work with the participants through a participatory methodology 

that allows the theatre to reach reflection and analysis. You can start by talking about “labels”, which refer to different 

stereotypes depending on the group. More general. With a playful and active character, where the all the participants 

can recreate situations of discrimination. In the first place the discrimination through language. From more general 

situations they can be taken to more specific ones, they will work on the stereotypes and prejudices and rumours that 

they already have and that sometimes reinforce racism and xenophobia. 

5. At a certain point, if the group has not reached that point alone, we can put a Muslim on the scene, such as a veiled 

girl, and broach the subject through scenes. After, Islamophobia the characteristics of this discrimination could be 

explained (Runnymede Report). It is about working on how they could deal with certain discriminatory acts, which 

they must perceive as unfair.

6. Emphasising Human Rights and promoting coexistence, respect and acceptance of diversity. Right to religious 

beliefs and what is secularism. 

 Performance of La Candela Teatro y Comunidad, 

Theater stakeholder from Red Incola en the TIP project.
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4.4 ITALIAN ANTI-RUMOURS TRAINING

Giolli referred to the handbook for anti-rumours agents developed by the Municipality of Barcelona32  to create an 

intercultural society.

We do not explain the handbook here, but how we used it in Italy and what are the main aspects.

We were impressed by the idea that an ordinary citizen, leastening a rumour or stereotype or hate speech in presence or 

online, can react in a positive way, contributing to creating a more inclusive society.

The key idea is that after a 10-20 hours of training, a common person can learn how to be active but not aggressive (and 

therefore more effective) in confronting a racist expression.

It is a common experience to hear negative comments against migrants and Muslims and usually people that are not 

racist oscillate between “not to answer to this stupid racist” or to react insulting and labellineg as racist the other.

But there is a third way that is explored within the handbook, based on 3 levels of skills:

• the 5 positive attitudes

• the 7 principles of communication

• the 12 strategies of reaction.

Giolli adapted this approach that is mainly verbal, combining with Theatre of the Oppressed and creating a set of exercises 

to check, practice and improve the above mentioned elements.

For instance inventing exercises like this:

• Explore your basic attitude: person A expresses a rumour and person B listens to. The Joker stops and asks B to 

think and monologue its thoughts. 3 people stand in front and raise their hands when they perceive a wrong attitude 

(reference to the 5 positive attitudes explained above). Then the sentence is repeated and this time B tries to have 

different thinking, taking in account the first signals from the 3 colleagues. The same can be done about feelings: 

asking not “what do you think?” but “What do you feel?”.

• Answer to a strong sentence: focusing on one “principle of communication” or one “strategy to answer”, 4 people 

(each one is a racist person) are standing in a line and thinking about a rumour, among the ones collected before 

with a brainstorming. In front of each “racist” there is a cue of 4 people.

The racists say one by one their own sentence and the anti-racist ones in the queue give an answer and leave, letting 

the second in the queue to answer with another one, and so one. The idea is to explore different solutions.

At the end the “racists” come out of character and talk about how they felt with the different back-and-forths. 

• Forum-Theatre to improve the skills: a scene is proposed, where an anti-rumours agent hears a rumour in a specific 

context. The audience analyzes the scene with the help of the Joker, then tries to intervene as in an usual Forum play, 

replacing the anti-rumour agent and exploring a possible dialogue. This is useful both to start and check the weak 

points in our communication and at the end of the theoretical part and exercises on communication, to test how we 

are able to use the new knowledge in a specific situation, creating a productive dialogue.

The benefits of the anti-rumour course are many and focus on dialogue, effective communication and attitudes. Without 

pointing fingers, it would be interesting to extend the anti-rumour course to public services whose users may be targets 

of rumours.

The results of this process will only be seen in the long term, we need to be patient to see social change, but it is clear 

that while waiting for these results, it already offers an opportunity to strengthen an intercultural dimension by allowing 

citizens to open up to other cultures and to accept differences as best they can.

32 See the English, Catalan and Spanish version.

https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/bcnacciointercultural/es/estrategia-bcn-antirumores/materiales-antirumores/guia-practica-antirumores
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“The unbearable banality of the subject”.  

Forum play by Forn de teatre Pa’tothom de Barcelona. 2021.
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A growing body of research, confirmed by the desk and field research carried out in this 

project, points to the rise and proliferation of Islamophobia across Europe in recent years. 

With this chapter, we would like to contribute to the fight against Islamophobia by providing 

concrete and practical tools to activists, community leaders, and anyone who wants to take 

on an active role in this fight. 

And yet, fighting Islamophobia is no easy task, considering it is a structural, multi-dimen-

sional, cross-field phenomenon permeating both the private and public sphere. 

So, what can we really do to counter it? 

As individuals, community members or organisations, we can undoubtedly impact society 

on many levels. But first, a reflection is needed.

5. WHAT CAN WE 
DO TO COUNTER  
ISLAMOPHOBIA?
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Whose duty is it to be anti-racist?
 

Nowadays, activists, community leaders, members of anti-

racist and anti-discrimination entities operate in a complex 

and problematic environment characterised simultaneously by 

a progressive institutionalisation and individualisation of Anti-

Racism. 

On the one hand, anti-racist organising has been progressively 

institutionalised alongside radical and left-wing politics, 

professionalised and specialised within NGOs and the non-profit 

sector. On the other hand, current individualism and the rise of 

social media and online activism promote the individual over 

collectivity as the first site of anti-racist struggle.

The risk of the first tendency is to remove responsibility from 

people and society: countering racism and discrimination 

becomes a “line of work” for specialised workers of the social 

sector and policymakers, rather than a collective responsibility 

and duty.

The risk of the latter tendency is to flatten racism and fail to see 

the phenomenon’s complexity (i.e. the interaction of interpersonal 

racism and institutionalised or structural forms). 

Lastly, both these tendencies risk diverting attention from 

States’ and Institutions’ responsibility in fighting and preventing 

Islamophobia and other forms of racism while further obfuscating 

the structural dimension of racism and institutional racism. 

Discussing and examining these levels of interpretation of the 

anti-racist action is not the purpose of this chapter. Still, we believe 

it is vital to consider the complexity of the framework in which we 

operate when doing anti-racist work and the implications of each 

of these perspectives in designing anti-racist actions.

Everyone plays  their part

We believe that the fight against Islamophobia is a collective 

responsibility that should concern all members and actors in 

society on all levels. We also believe that anyone can and should 

take action in their daily life. In fact, whenever we fail to call out 

Islamophobia or stand up against discrimination, we actively 

contribute to their perpetuation. Below we will discuss some 

advice and proposals for concrete actions that can be taken to 

counter Islamophobia on a collective and individual level. 
 Photo taken during a forum theater 

workshop in Burgos (Spain) in 2021
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Strategies for preventing and tackling Islamophobia

There is no given recipe to fight Islamophobia. 

In order to be effective, any anti-racist, anti-islamophobic action needs to meet  specific (national and local) demands 

and challenges. Moreover, we believe that any effective anti-discrimination strategy must necessarily involve those 

(individuals and groups) directly affected by the discrimination we target, both in the design and the implementation 

phase. 

For this reason, within the framework of our project, we dedicated part of the field research to engage and ask Muslim 

people, activists and communities which were the best grassroots strategies and actions to prevent Islamophobia. Here 

is some advice for anyone who wants to play a more active role in combating and preventing Islamophobia: 

1. Promoting knowledge and interaction:

• engage, promote and support interreligious and intercultural activities in your contexts and community (take 

part in or help organise “open mosque” days with schools and neighbours, etc. )

• get in touch with local Muslim associations and cultural centres to get to know them and support their initiatives 

• take part or help promote antiracist events

• if you are a member of an organisation, make sure to involve Muslim people and communities in your activities

2. Help amplify the voice of the Muslim communities and support a fair representation:

• promote and support campaigns against Islamophobia

• actively engage in promoting a respectful and fair representation of Muslims and the Muslim communities

• support and help create safe spaces for discussion and self-representations for Muslim people

• call out Islamophobia in your community and react to Islamophobic discourses in your networks and social 

media

• look critically at media representations, call out fake news and rumours, and provide only correct and verified 

sources when you share information related to Islamophobia and Muslims.

3. Be an advocate for Muslims’ rights:

• get involved with Muslim communities, citizens, anti-racist entities and activists to protect victims of racism and 

Islamophobia and demand institutional actions against Islamophobia.

• advocate Anti-Islamophobia laws and efficient tools of protection

• support Muslims’ claim for social and religious recognition 

• demand the adoption of anti-discrimination and anti-Islamophobic rules and regulations in your workplace 

• demand the adoption of modules on diversity and intercultural education in school programs as well as in public 

administration 

• advocate the adoption of a neutral and non-prejudicial language by institutions, media, education, and your own 

organisation.  

• support the work and amplify the voices of Muslims activists

• become an ally!
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Be an ally!

So you want to be an ally. That sounds great, but what does it mean? There is an ongoing debate in anti-racist and anti-

discrimination activism, both at grassroots and academic levels, about the concept of “allyship”. Here we use the word 

“ally” critically, aware of its limitations, as we consider it immediate and accessible for the readers of the handbook and 

people who are just approaching activism against Islamophobia.

We look at allyship as a form of human and political solidarity built through concrete actions, dialogue, and constant 

critical self-reflection. 

So, how can you be a better ally in the fight against Islamophobia?

1. Start from yourself and engage in critical self-reflection: 

• recognize your privilege and your power. Prepare to unlearn, scrutinise your mindset, deconstruct your 

stereotypes, as well as egocentrism and ethnocentrism. Keep in mind that, as an ally, you’re still affected by 

a system of oppression. Both your mindset and actions are shaped and influenced by systemic oppression 

and racism. Be aware of your implicit biases when approaching the issue of Islamophobia or interacting with 

Muslims. Do your research to learn more about the issue and the struggle you are participating in. 

2. Don’t advocate for Muslims; advocate with Muslims:

• be open to listening and learning from people who suffer Islamophobia, as they are the protagonists of the 

struggle. 

• don’t victimise and do not speak for Muslim people, but rather try to support and amplify their demands and 

voices.

• think about how you can generate change in your relations and community to help eradicate Islamophobia 

(some suggestions in the previous section).

• better still, get in touch with Muslim people and communities near you, make yourself known, show solidarity 

and ask how you can contribute. 

3. Eyes open! Be ready to step in if you witness an Islamophobic act:

• as mentioned above, be ready to call out anyone you hear using offensive words or maybe better saying 

language? against Muslim people or Islamophobic discourse. Try to respond by questioning and challenging 

racist prejudices and stigmatising narratives both in everyday life and online (see part 4 of this handbook). 

• if you witness a racist or Islamophobic attack, take action. Make sure the person targeted is safe, and stay close 

to them. Try to convey calmness and solidarity, and distance them from the attacker. 

• If the person wants to turn to the authorities to report the incident, support them and offer your help.

• be aware of where local support services for targets of Islamophobia are located, such as legal points and 

anti-discrimination desks and networks, so that you can refer them to these services. If appropriate, offer to 

accompany the person who just suffered the attack. 

• if you become aware of or notice discriminatory treatment of an Islamophobic nature in your workplace or any 

other context, do not turn a blind eye. Show solidarity and understanding to the person discriminated against, 

and with their consent offer to support them in reporting the incident and bringing the situation to the attention 

of those responsible. 

These were just some of the possible actions to take against Islamophobia to do our part as individuals, as organisations 

and as active community members. Many other activities and strategies can and must be elaborated in the specific 

contexts and with the people directly concerned, the Muslim or perceived Muslim and racialised people. This project 

has experimented mainly with the theatre as a tool to combat racism and oppression and the anti-rumour approach to 

become active and self-reflective social actors. 
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The challenge that lies ahead is huge. From the institutions, Islamophobia has been 

fed a lot, which has made the phenomenon grow. We suggest reading the Runnymede 

Report that talks about certain recommendations to do in the institutional level which 

are what give strength to a structural discrimination. It seems prudent to cite the 

following, where there are 3 points to underline:

• At the institutional level start talking in terms anti-Muslim racism. (...) Policies 

to tackle Islamophobia should be developed in line with policies to tackle racial 

discrimination more generally, with the focus also on the real effects on people 33. 

• Public administrations, police and judges (laws) should ensure appropriate 

resources are allocated to tackling hate crime effectively at a local level. In 

addition to criminal justice sanctions for the most serious hate crime offenders, 

the government should use community-based, restorative and rehabilitative 

interventions (...) to tackle hate crime34. 

• A press regulator should investigate the prevalence of Islamophobia, racism and 

hatred espoused in the press. (...) The government should establish a group of 

media practitioners, and representatives from the press, local authorities, and race 

equality NGOs, to initiate new strategies to combat racial prejudice in the media and 

negative public perceptions of minority ethnic groups. All politicians should show 

greater accountability for the impact on race relations of negative media coverage 

and misrepresentation of minority ethnic and religious groups35. 

Another very interesting work  is the YES project36, where a “Youth manifesto against 

islamophobia”38  was conceived.

6. RECOMENDATIONS

33 Runnymede Report 2018. Islamophobia: Still a challenge for us all. A 20th-anniversary report. Edited by Farah 
Elahi and Omar Khan.London, 2017. ISBN: 978-1-909546-25-7. 2. Page 8. 
34y 35 Ibid 2. Page 9 
36YES (Youth Empowerment Support for Muslim Communities) aims at promoting engagement and 
strengthening young community leaders through training and a toolkit. Young local activists receive training to 
become local equity defenders, future leaders of social change. More info. 
37You can see the Manifest at this link.

https://www.runnymedetrust.org/uploads/Islamophobia%20Report%202018%20FINAL.pdf
https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/yes/
https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Manifesto.pdf
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First Transnational Partnership Meeting 

in Parma, Italy, January 2020



facilitate the expression of plurality within public / private spaces;
empowerment and psychological support aimed at young people with the aim of increasing self-
esteem and supporting the multiple identities of the new generation with a migratory background;
encourage positive role models

promote training on rights and tools to be used in cases of discrimination;
raise awareness on the issue of discrimination and Islamophobia in school and at work, private and
public contexts;
facilitate spaces for interreligious dialogue and with institutions.

promote orientation and support services for victims of discrimination;
encourage an on-going professional ethics training to ensure aware and respectful behavior when it
comes to diversity;
support the continuity of events such as the "International Youth Forum Against Islamophobia",
intended as a space for dialogue, exchange of experiences and construction of national and
international action plans.

As part of the First "INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FORUM AGAINST ISLAMOPHOBIA", held in Rome from 24 to
26 September 2021, the Master Equity Defenders of the "YES - Youth Empowerment Support" Project and

participants at the FORUM promote the following Manifesto.
 

Given that
to prevent and combat Islamophobia and to implement what is stated in the following manifesto, we

believe that advocacy action towards institutions is necessary so that they can implement policies that
promote a society based on interaction, knowledge and mutual respect with the ultimate goal of

protecting and guaranteeing equal opportunities for all citizens
 

WE BELIEVE
that systemic support is necessary for everyone to be aware and free to assert their identity and become

an agent and protagonist within society
 

through the following actions:
 

 
WE THINK

that the group, understood as young active citizens, can act as an intermediary between individuals and
society, promoting the response to needs and encouraging active participation, each with its own identity

and specificity
 

through the following actions:
 

 
 

WE BELIEVE 
that it is necessary to act through the involvement of all the actors of the different communities, civil

society and institutions
 

through the following actions:
 

FREE TO BELIEVE, FREE TO THINK, FREE TO BE 

Co-funded by the European Union's Rights.
Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020)

YOUTH MANIFESTO AGAINST ISLAMOPHOBIA
Principles and actions for a plural, inclusive and cohesive society
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The European project TIP is an initiative that wants to work with  theatre by sharing 

and contributing to the analysis of the problem of Islamophobia and creating tools to 

raise awareness, sensitise and denounce. That is why it provides, support and creates 

new spaces and contexts for debates between organisations, researchers and people. 

The construction of strategies through artistic action has been studied to encourage 

a debate that can contribute to organisations and trainers by creating synergies and 

research on Islamophobia. Best practises  about Islamophobia can be found there, as 

well as a lot of interesting materials, tools, and news about the issue. 

The content of this handbook represents the views of the authors only and their sole 
responsibility. The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for the 
use that may be made of the information it contains.

7. REFERENCES

THE TIP WEBSITE

https://tooltips.eu/

